The short story is often viewed as an inferior relation to the Novel. But it is an art in itself. To take a story and distill it into fewer pages while keeping character and plot clipped and driven is not an easy task. Many try and many fail. In this series we look at short stories by some of the masters of the short story form. In this volume we have selected the stories of Rabindranath Tagore and with him we venture to meet.

To meet the poet and story teller who speaks a common language of love and mysticism which continues to convey valuable insights into human nature and contemporary themes concerns. Rabindranath Tagore (1861-1941) who was a gifted Bengali poet, diplomat, disputes, philosopher, soldier, social and political reformer and a poet-author is among the most prominent and influential Gandhi and the founders of modern India. He composed hundreds of songs which are still sung today as they include the Indian and Bangladesh's national anthems. His prolific literary works include Gitanjali, a collection of one of his most famous songs, were selected by American cultural identity. This book contains: The Jimmyjohn Boss. - A Kinsman of Red Cloud. - Sharon's Choice. - Napoleon Shave-Tail. - Twenty Minutes For Refreshments. - The Promised Land. - Rabindranath Tagore.

Rabindranath Tagore was a polymath, poet, musician, and artist from the Indian subcontinent. He reshaped Bengali literature and music, as well as Indian art with contemporary and social relevance. In the 20th century, he became one of the most significant and influential modern writers and poets of Bengali literature, and the first non-European Nobel laureate in the field of literature, in 1913. Tagore's writing has been translated into many languages. His works have been translated into over 80 languages. In 1913, he was awarded the Nobel Prize in Literature. He is also known for his non-violent social reforms, including his role in the development of modern Bangladesh.

The stories in this collection range from family pride - to murder - from illegitimacy - to prejudice and disrespect - from utter devotion - to love. The stories show the value of community and the importance of relationships. The stories are written with a sense of humor and tenderness, while also addressing serious social issues.

The stories this Rabindranath Tagore, Volume 1 is an attempt to translate three short stories by Rabindranath Tagore. The stories were written more than 100 years ago. Still, they have managed to remain relevant even today. The subjects in this collection range from family pride - to murder - from illegitimacy - to prejudice and disrespect - from utter devotion - to love. The stories show the value of community and the importance of relationships. The stories are written with a sense of humor and tenderness, while also addressing serious social issues.
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her husband's wealth to support the Swadeshi cause. The Home and the World is a masterful novel that explores the personal behind the political, inserting the lives of individuals into history's great wheel without losing sight of humanity. With a beautifully designed cover and professionally typeset manuscript, this edition of Rabindranath Tagore's The Home and the World is a classic of Indian literature reimagined for modern readers.

Scholastic brings to you the best of Rabindranath Tagore's short stories, keeping in mind contemporary tastes in reading, especially in young readers. Tagore's stories are famous for their depiction of human character and relationships. Set mostly in Bengal's village but universal in nature, the stories give a fair idea of the culture, society and tradition of Tagore's time.
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